SmartRack® Aisle Containment System
Extended Configuration for 8 to 10 Extra-Wide Racks, Wall-Facing (End + Side)

Benefits
- Hot- and/or cold-aisle containment improves separation of hot and cold air to increase cooling efficiency and reduce costs
- Kits simplify ordering, include all required hardware and allow assembly, configuration and modification by non-specialists
- Modular and adjustable components work with standard or wide 42U, 45U and 48U rack cabinets, including aisle retrofits
- Locking doors control access, clear panels transmit room lighting and self-supporting design prevents excessive rack loading

Required Kits
A (3) SRCTMTFRM End Frame Kits
B (2) SRCTMTTLBM Telescopic Beam Kits (4 Beams per Kit)
C (1) SRCTMTSDD Sliding Double Door Kit
D (8 to 10) SRCTMTCVR750 750 mm Roof Panel Kits

Specifications
- Configuration: SRACS018
- Required Kits: (3) SRCTMTFRM, (2) SRCTMTTLBM, (1) SRCTMTSDD, (8 to 10) SRCTMTCVR750
- Rack Height Compatibility: Any Combination of 42U, 45U and 48U*
- Rack Width Compatibility: Extra-Wide (30 in. / 750 mm Nominal)
- Rack Depth Compatibility: Any
- Aisle Containment Type: Hot Aisle or Cold Aisle**
- Warranty: 5-Year Limited Warranty

* Add 3U and/or 6U riser panels (SRCTMTR750SH and/or SRCTMTR750TL) for installations with racks of varying heights. **Hot-aisle containment requires user modification for exhaust air venting.

Visit tripplite.com/SRACS018 for More Information